Match Number Words to Digit Value

Ring the word name that matches the value of the underlined digit.

1. 907 seven hundred seven
2. 749 forty four
3. 523 fifty five hundred
4. 968 six sixty
5. 939 nine nine hundred
6. 315 one ten
7. 209 two hundred two
8. 463 thirty three
9. 888 eighty eight hundred
10. 252 twenty two hundred

11. Write About It  List places you see 3-digit numbers or 3-digit word names in school or at home.

__________________________________________________________________________
Match Number Words to Digit Value

Ring the word name that matches the value of the underlined digit.

1. 907    seven hundred  seven
2. 749    forty        four
3. 523    fifty        five hundred
4. 968    six          sixty
5. 939    nine         nine hundred
6. 315    one          ten
7. 209    two hundred  two
8. 463    thirty       three
9. 888    eighty       eight hundred
10. 252   twenty       two hundred

11. Write About It  List places you see 3-digit numbers or 3-digit word names in school or at home.

Answers will vary. Possible answers: page numbers in school books, dials on oven thermometers, addresses